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(57) ABSTRACT 
The Signal output device of the present invention comprises 
of a driver circuit and a controller. The Signal Sending 
method of the present invention Sets any one of a plurality 
of the different sending rates. The method also includes 
Setting a Slew rate of the driver circuit to a Standard value 
that is in accordance with the predetermined data transfer 
rate, thereby starting Signal transmission. The next Step 
involves determining whether or not a data transfer error 
occurrence rate is below a predetermined allowable thresh 
old. Then, changes in the Slew rate of the driver circuit are 
made if the data transfer error occurrence rate is determined 
to be over the allowable threshold. Next, a search for a slew 
rate value that can decrease the data transfer error occur 
rence rate below the allowable threshold or decrease the data 
transfer error occurrence rate is performed. The new Slew 
rate value is Set as a new Standard value. Finally, the process 
ends by setting the new standard slew rate for the driver 
circuit if the Slew rate value can decrease the data transfer 
error occurrence rate below the allowable threshold or 
decrease the data transfer error occurrence rate. 
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SIGNAL OUTPUT DEVICE AND METHOD FOR 
SENDING SIGNALS AT MULTIPLE TRANSFER 
RATES WHILE MINIMIZING CROSSTALK 

EFFECTS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Technical Field 
0002 The present invention relates to a signal sending 
System and method that can Set a plurality of different data 
transfer rates and that conforms to an interface Standard Such 
as AT Attachment (ATA) or Small Computer System Inter 
face (SCSI). This system and method enables a signal to be 
Sent from a signal output device to a signal receiving device 
via a signal Sending line at a predetermined data transfer 
rate. 

0003 2. Description of the Related Art 
0004. A signal sending system with the ability to set a 
plurality of different data transfer rates and enable a signal 
to be sent from a signal output device to a signal receiving 
device via a Signal Sending line at a predetermined data 
transfer rate can be used with Such peripheral devices as a 
hard disk drive (HDD), and a CD-ROM drive in a computer 
System. 

0005 Some interface standards used between a signal 
output (host System) and signal receiving (peripheral) 
devices in a Signal Sending System as the one described 
above include the ATA interface and the SCSI. Those 
Standard interfaces, which include the legacy ATA interface 
and the Ultra ATA/66 interface, contain a plurality of dif 
ferent interface Standards to account for various data transfer 
procedures and data transfer rates. Also, there are two types 
of Sending cables used for the connection between the output 
and receiving devices. 
0006 The legacy ATA interface Supports all the data 
transfer rates in the PIO data transfer mode and all the data 
transfer rates in the multi-word DMA data transfer mode. 
The Ultra ATA/33 interface supports data transfer rates up to 
33.3 MB/s of the Ultra DMA data transfer mode. It also 
allows higher transfer rate interfaces to maintain backward 
compatibility to the older legacy ATA interface. The Ultra 
ATA/66 interface supports data transfer rates up to 66.6 
MB/s of the Ultra DMA data transfer mode while it enables 
the Ultra ATA/33 interface to keep its compatibility with 
higher transfer rate interfaces. Consequently, a Signal Send 
ing System conforming to the Ultra ATA/66 interface must 
be able to Send Signals at 9 types of data transfer rates from 
3.3 MB/s to 66.6 MB/s. 

0007. The aforementioned ATA interface sends 16-bit 
parallel data, using 16 data buses. A signal Sending System 
which conforms to the ATA interface uses a flat 40C cable 
which consists of 40 signal lines (data Signal, control signal, 
and ground lines) or a flat 80C cable, which has 80 signal 
lines. The 40C cable includes 16 data signal lines placed in 
parallel. And, because the potentials of those 16 data Signal 
lines are changed simultaneously due to a simultaneous 
Switching by the driver circuit of the Signal output device, 
crosstalk is apt to be generated at a high data transfer rate. 
To remedy this problem, a ground line is inserted between 
signal lines in the 80C cable. 
0008 Signal integrity is defined as the accuracy of the 
data/strobe Signal between a host System and a peripheral 
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device. The Strobe Signal is assumed to be the timing 
reference for latching the data Signal. If a latch timing is 
disturbed and/or a data Signal level is changed by a gener 
ated noise, a data transfer error occurs, and the Signal 
integrity is considered low. High Signal integrity denotes 
high accuracy of the data/strobe Signal between the host 
System and the peripheral. 
0009. Each peripheral and the host system has its own 
signal I/O device. The signal I/O devices are used to 
eXchange data between the host System and each of the 
peripherals. A signal I/O device at the data transfer Side is 
used as a signal output device and a signal I/O device at the 
data receiving Side is used as a signal receiving device. 
Drive circuit Signal output devices are used to output signals 
to Signal lines. The drive circuit can output a signal with 
electrical properties common to all the possible data transfer 
rates and all the usable cable types (40C and 80C cables). 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0010. The signal output device of the present invention is 
able to Set a plurality of different data transfer rates and 
output a signal to a signal receiving device via a signal 
Sending line at a predetermined data transfer rate. The Signal 
output device consists of a driver circuit which can Set a 
plurality of different Slew rates and output the Signal to the 
Signal Sending line at a predetermined Slew rate, and a 
controller that Sets a slew rate of the driver circuit according 
to the predetermined data transfer rate. 
0011. The signal sending method of the present invention 
Sets any one of a plurality of the different Sending rates, 
thereby enabling a Signal to be sent to a Signal receiving 
device from a signal output device via a Signal Sending line 
at the predetermined data transfer rate. When a driver circuit 
is included with the above mentioned signal output device, 
the driver circuit can Set a plurality of different slew rates 
and output the Signal to the Signal Sending line at a prede 
termined Slew rate. A controller is also included in the Signal 
output device to Set a slew rate of the driver circuit according 
to the predetermined data transfer rate. The Signal transmis 
Sion method includes the following Steps: 

0012 setting a slew rate of the driver circuit to a 
Standard value that is in accordance with the prede 
termined data transfer rate, thereby starting Signal 
transmission; 

0013 determining whether or not the data transfer 
error occurrence rate is below a predetermined 
allowable threshold. This threshold is the data trans 
fer error occurrence being caused by a Signal Sent to 
the Signal receiving device from the driver circuit; 

0014 changing the slew rate of the driver circuit if 
the data transfer error occurrence rate is determined 
to be over the allowable threshold Eth; 

0015 searching for a slew rate value that can decrease the 
data transfer error occurrence rate below the allowable 
threshold or decrease the data transfer error occurrence rate; 

0016 Setting the slew rate value as a new standard 
value; and 

0017 setting the new standard slew rate for the 
driver circuit if the Slew rate value can decrease the 
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data transfer error occurrence rate below the allow 
able threshold or decrease the data transfer error 
OCCurrence rate. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0.018 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a computer system in 
accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention; 
0019 FIG. 2 depicts tables for describing an ATA inter 
face Standard in accordance with a preferred embodiment of 
the present invention; 
0020 FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a signal sending 
System which conforms to the ATA interface in accordance 
with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. This 
System is composed of a signal I/O device of a host System, 
an ATA cable, and the Signal I/O device of a peripheral 
device; 
0021 FIG. 4 is a circuit diagram of a driver/receiver unit 
of a peripheral device in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0022 FIG. 5 is a circuit diagram of a driver circuit 
provided in the Signal output device in accordance with a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; 
0023 FIG. 6 illustrates a table which describes the 
operation of the driver circuit in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0024 FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a slew rate setting 
table of a driver circuit included in the signal output device 
according to a preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 
0025 FIG. 8 is a flow chart of procedures for setting both 
data transfer mode and data transfer rate, as well as a 
procedure for Setting a Slew rate of a driver circuit according 
to a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 
0.026 FIG. 9 depicts charts for the comparison between 
the Signal waveform of the Signal output device and the 
Signal waveform of the conventional Signal output device (at 
a low data transfer rate) in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0027 FIG. 10 illustrates charts for the comparison 
between the Signal waveform of the Signal output device in 
a preferred embodiment according to the present invention 
and the Signal waveform of the conventional Signal output 
device (at a high data transfer rate) according to a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0028 FIG. 11 is a flow chart of the procedure for 
correcting a slew rate according to a preferred embodiment 
of the present invention; 
0029 FIG. 12 is a circuit diagram of a driver circuit 
provided in the Signal output device in accordance with a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; and 
0030 FIG. 13 depicts a table for describing the operation 
of the driver circuit in accordance with a preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

0031. With reference to FIG. 1, a block diagram of a 
computer System in which a preferred embodiment of the 
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present invention may be embodied is depicted. The com 
puter system illustrated in FIG. 1 includes host system 1, 
ATA (AT Attachment) flat cable (IDE: Integrated Device 
(Drive) Electronics) flat cable) 2, such peripheral devices 3 
such as hard disk drive (HDD) 3a and CD-ROM drive 3b, 
display 4, and data input devices 5 Such as keyboard 5a and 
mouse 5b 

0032 Host system 1 controls the whole computer system 
illustrated in FIG. 1. Host system 1 includes mother board 
10 with a mounted chip set, including CPU (Central Pro 
cessing Unit) chip 11. 
0033) CPU chip 11, bus controller chip 12, main memory 
13, an AT controller chip, Industry Standard Architecture 
(ISA) controller chip 14, I/O controller chip 15, system 
BIOS chip (ROM) 16, graphics accelerator (chip or card) 17, 
such Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) expansion 
cards as SCSI card 18, or IDE card 19 are mounted on 
motherboard 10. 

0034) Mother board 10 includes hostbus 21, PCI bus 22, 
ISA bus (AT bus) 23, PCI slots 24, ISA slots (AT slots) 25, 
ATA port (IDE port) 26, USB (Universal Serial Bus) ports 
27, and I/O ports 28. 
0035 Host bus 21 is located between CPU 11 and bus 
controller 12. For example, bus 21 includes a 32-bit parallel 
data bus and a 40-bit parallel control bus. 
0036 PCI bus 22 connects bus controller 12, AT control 
ler 14, and PCI slots 25. PCI bus 22 includes a 32-bit parallel 
bus to be used by both data and control signals. Such PCI 
expansion cards as a SCSI card 18 and IDE card 19 are 
inserted in PCI slots 22. Such peripheral devices as HDD 6a 
or a CD-ROM drive which conform to the SCSI interface 
standard can be connected to SCSI card 18. Such ATA 
interface Standard conforming peripheral devices Such as a 
HDD, CD-ROM drive, and DVD drive 8 can be connected 
to IDE card 19 via IDE cable (ATA cable) 7. 
0037 ISA bus 23 connects AT controller 14, I/O control 
ler 15, system BIOS chip 16, and ISA slots 25. ISA bus 23 
includes a 16-bit parallel data bus and a 24-bit parallel 
control bus. ISA bus 23 also conforms to the ATA interface 
standard. System BIOS chip 16 contains the information 
required for initial operation of the computer System during 
system startup. ISA slot 25 accepts ISA expansion cards. I/O 
controller 15 controls data transfer between ISAbuS 23 and 
each I/O port 28. Such data input devices as keyboard 5a and 
a mouse and output devices Such as a printer are connected 
to I/O ports 28. Keyboard 5a is connected to an I/O port 28, 
as illustrated in FIG. 1. 

0038 Bus controller 12 is connected to main memory 13, 
PCI bus 22, and graphics accelerator 17. Bus controller 12 
is also connected to CPU 11 via hostbus 21 to control data 
transfer between CPU 11 and main memory 13, PCI bus 22 
or the graphics accelerator 17, as well as between main 
memory 13 and PCI bus 22 or graphics accelerator 17, and 
between PCI bus 22 and graphics accelerator 17. Display 4 
is connected to graphics accelerator 17. 
0039 AT controller 14 is connected to main memory 13, 
PCI bus 22, ISA bus 23, ATA ports 26, and USB ports 27. 
AT controller 14 controls data transfer between main 
memory 13 and ATA port 26 or USB ports 27 or ISAbus 23, 
as well as between PCI bus 22 and ATA port 26 or USB ports 
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27 or ISA bus 23. Such peripheral devices 3 as HDD3a and 
CD-ROM drive 3b are connected to ATA port 26 via ATA 
cable 2. With reference to FIG. 1, HDD 3a and CD-ROM 
drive 3b are connected to one ATA cable 2. Such data input 
devices as mouse 5b and keyboard 5a are connected to USB 
ports 27. Referring to FIG. 1, mouse 5b is connected to a 
USB port 27. 
0040 ATA flat cable 2 which conforms to the ATA 
interface is connected to ATA port 26. Peripheral devices 3 
that also conform to the ATA interface are connected to the 
ATA port via ATA cable 2. Up to two peripheral devices can 
be connected to one ATA port 26 via one ATA cable 2. Host 
System 1 and peripheral devices 3 utilize a signal I/O device 
which conforms to the ATA interface. The signal I/O device 
of host system 1, ATA cable 2, and signal I/O device of HDD 
3a are combined to make up a signal Sending System which 
also conforms to the ATA interface. Also, the signal I/O 
device of host system 1, ATA cable 2, and signal I/O device 
of the CD-ROM drive 3b are combined to compose a signal 
Sending System which also conforms to the ATA interface. 
0041) A signal sending system which is compatible 
which the ATA interface enables bi-directional Signal Send 
ing. For example, when data is sent from HDD 3a to host 
system 1, the signal I/O device of HDD 3a is assumed to be 
a signal output device for Sending a signal to ATA cable 2 
and the signal I/O device of host system 1 is assumed to be 
a signal receiving device for receiving a Signal from ATA 
cable 2. 

0042. The above ATA interface sends 16-bit parallel data 
with use of 16 data buses. The ATA cable 2 which conforms 
to the ATA interface is divided into 40-core flat cable (16 
data Signal, control Signal, and ground lines) described as a 
40C cable, and 80-core flat cable described as a 80C cable. 
The 80C cable is obtained by adding 40 ground lines to a 
40C cable. In the 80C cable, a ground line is placed between 
Signal lines, reducing crosstalk during high Speed data 
transfer. 

0043. With reference to FIG. 2, the ATA interface stan 
dard is illustrated. FIG. 2a depicts data transfer rates in ATA 
interface Standard data transfer modes, as well as a data 
transfer rate in each data transfer mode. FIG. 2b illustrates 
data transfer modes Supported by each ATA interface, the 
maximum and minimum data transfer rate Supported by each 
ATA interface, and the cable types used by each ATA 
interface. 

0044 As illustrated in FIG. 2, there are 3 modes for the 
ATA interface data transfer mode: PIO (Program Input/ 
Output), multi-word DMA (Direct Memory Access), and 
Ultra DMA data. The PIO data transfer is a method that CPU 
11 of host system 1 utilizes to access ATA port 26 directly, 
thereby sending data. The data sent from ATA port 26 is 
received by main memory 13 via CPU 11. The DMA data 
transfer (multi-word DMA data transfer and Ultra DMA data 
transfer) is a method where data is sent directly between 
main memory 13 and a peripheral device 3 such as HDD 3a 
without using CPU 11. The reduction load of CPU 11 is 
more pronounced than in the PIO data transfer method. 
004.5 The ATA interface sends data signals with use of 
the data Signal lines of ATA cable 2 and a Strobe Signal with 
use of the strobesignal line of ATA cable 2. The strobesignal 
is assumed to be a timing reference for latching the data 
Signal in the Signal receiving device. 
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0046) The multi-word DMA data transfer method latches 
a data signal at the start of the strobe signal. The Ultra DMA 
data transfer method latches a data Signal at both rising edge 
and falling edge of the Strobe Signal, thereby achieving a 
data transfer rate double that of the multi-word DMA data 
transfer method. 

0047 Referring to FIG. 2a, the data transfer rates in the 
above PIO data transfer mode are: 

0.048 Mode 0–3.3 MB/s, 
0049) Mode 1=5.2 MB/s, 
0050 Mode 2=8.3 MB/s, 
0051 Mode 3=11.1 MB/s, and 
0.052 Mode 4=16.6 MB/s. 

0053. The data transfer rates in the above multi-word 
DMA data transfer mode are: 

0054) Mode 0=8.3 MB/s, 
0.055 Mode 1=11.1 MB/s, and 
0056 Mode 2=16.6 MB/s. 

0057 The data transfer rates in the above Ultra DMA 
data transfer mode are: 

0.058 Mode 0=16.6 MB/s, 
0059) Mode 1=22.2 MB/s, 
0060 Mode 2=33.3 MB/s, 
0061 Mode 3=44.4 MB/s, 
0062 Mode 4=66.6 MB/s, and 
0063 Mode 5=100 MB/s. 

0064) Referring to FIG. 2b, the ATA interface standard 
includes the legacy ATA interface, the Ultra ATA/33 inter 
face, the Ultra ATA/66 interface, and the Ultra ATA/100 
interface. 

0065. The legacy ATA interface Supports every mode 
(modes 0-4) of the PIO data transfer method and every mode 
(modes 0-2) of the multi-word DMA data transfer method. 
The Ultra ATA/33 interface supports data transfer rates of 
16.6 MB/s (mode 0), 22.2 MB/s (mode 1), 33.3 MB/s (mode 
2) in the Ultra DMA data transfer mode while enabling the 
legacy ATA interface to keep its compatibility with higher 
transfer rate interfaces. The Ultra ATA/66 interface supports 
the data transfer rates of 44.4 MB/s (mode 3) and 66.6 MB/s 
(mode 4) in the Ultra DMA data transfer mode while 
enabling the legacy ATA interface and the Ultra ATA/33 
interface to keep its compatibility with higher transfer rate 
interfaces. In addition, the Ultra ATA/100 interface supports 
the data transfer rate of 100 MB/s (mode 5) in the Ultra 
DMA data transfer mode while enabling the Ultra ATA/66 
interface to keep its compatibility with higher transfer rate 
interfaces. 

0066 Consequently, a signal Sending System which con 
forms to the Ultra ATA/66 interface must be able to send a 
signal at 9 data transfer rates from 3.3 to 66.6 MB/s. And, a 
signal sending system which conforms to the Ultra ATA/100 
interface must be able to Send a signal at 10 data transfer 
rates from 3.3 to 100 MB/s. 
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0067. Although a 40C or 80C cable can be used for data 
transfer rates within 33.3 MB/s, a 80C cable must be used 
for data transfer rates at 44.4 MB/s or higher. Therefore, the 
legacy ATA interface and the Ultra ATA/33 interface, even 
when a 40C cable is used, can Set the maximum data transfer 
rate, but the Ultra ATA/66 interface and the Ultra ATA/100 
interface can Set their maximum data transfer rates of 66.6 
or 100 MB/s only when a 80C cable is used. If a 40C cable 
is used, the data transfer rate is set to 33.3 MB/s or lower. 

0068. The AT Attachment Packet Interface (ATAPI) is 
also another type of ATA interface. For the ATAPI, only the 
command Sending protocol is changed from that of the ATA 
interface. The data transfer modes, the data transfer rates, 
and the cable types are the same between the ATA interface 
and the ATAPI interface. Either the ATA interface or the 
ATAPI interface is Selected according to the type of periph 
eral device. For example, the ATA interface is used for data 
transfer between the host system and an HDD and the ATAPI 
interface is used for data transfer between the host System 
and a CD-ROM drive. 

0069. With reference to FIG. 3, a block diagram of a 
Signal Sending System, which conforms to the ATA interface, 
is illustrated. The System comprises a signal I/O device of 
host system 1, ATA cable 2, and a signal I/O device of 
peripheral device 3. 

0070. With reference to FIG.3, HDD3a,which conforms 
to the ATA interface, utilizes ATA interface controller 31 
with driver/receiver unit (DRU)31a connected to ATA cable 
2, MPU (Micro Processing Unit) 32 for controlling the 
whole HDD, memory 33, hard disk (magnetic disk), and a 
mechanism for reading the hard disk, and HDC (Hard Disk 
Controller) 34 for controlling the accessing mechanism. 
HDD 3a records data received from host system 1 on a hard 
disk, regenerates data from the hard disk, and Sends the data 
to host system 1. ATA interface controller 31, MPU 32, 
memory 33, and HDC 34 are mounted on card (printed 
board) 30. 
0071 HDD 3a uses a signal I/O device to control signal 
eXchanges with host System 1 via the ATA interface, outputs 
a signal to ATA cable 2, and receives a signal from ATA cable 
2. The signal I/O device of HDD 3a includes ATA interface 
controller 31, MPU (Micro Processing Unit) 32, and 
memory 33. ATA interface controller 31 includes driver/ 
receiver unit 31a, which is connected to ATA cable 2. 

0072 CD-ROM drive 3b conforms to the ATA interface 
and accesses ATAPI controller 41, which has driver/receiver 
unit 41a connected to ATA cable 2, MPU 42 for controlling 
the whole CD-ROM drive, memory 43, a mechanism for 
accessing the loaded CD-ROM, and CDC (Compact Disk 
Controller) 44 for controlling the accessing mechanism. 
CD-ROM drive 3b regenerates data recorded on the CD 
ROM and sends the data to host system 1. ATAPI controller 
41, MPU 42, memory 43, and CDC 44 are mounted on card 
(printed board) 40. The CD-ROM drive may be of a type that 
can record data received from host system 1 on a CD-ROM. 
0073 CD-ROM drive 3b accesses signal I/O device to 
control signal eXchanges with host System 1 via the ATA 
interface, outputs a signal to ATA cable 2, and receives a 
signal from ATA cable 2. The signal I/O device of CD-ROM 
drive 3b includes ATAPI controller 41, MPU 42, and 
memory 43. 
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0074 Host system 1 accesses signal I/O device to control 
signal exchanges with peripheral device 3 (HDD 3a or 
CD-ROM drive 3b) via the ATA interface, outputs a signal 
to ATA cable 2, and receives a signal from ATA cable 2. The 
signal I/O device of host system 1 includes AT controller 14, 
with a driver/receiver unit 14a connected to ATA cable 2, 
CPU 11, and main memory 13. 
0075. At one end of ATA cable 2, connector 2a is used to 
connect ATA port 26 of host System 1. At a middle Section, 
and the other end of ATA cable 2, connectors 2b and 2c are 
used to connect the IDE ports on the cards of peripheral 
devices 3. With reference to FIG. 3, connector 2b is con 
nected to IDE port 35 on the card 30 of HDD 3a. Connector 
2c is connected to IDE port 45 on located on card 40 of 
CD-ROM drive 3b. 

0076. The signal lines of the ATA cable are connected to 
driver/receiver unit 14a of AT controller 14 via connector 2a 
and ATA port 26. Also connected to the Signal lines are 
driver/receiver unit 35a of ATA interface controller 31 via 
connector 2b and IDE port 35 and further attached to 
driver/receiver unit 45a of ATAPI controller 41 via connec 
tor 2c and IDE port 45. 
0077. The 40C cable is comprised of 16 signal and 24 
control signal lines (including 3 strobe Signal and one 
ground line) oriented Side by Side. 
0078. The 80C cable is comprised of 16 signal and 64 
control signal lines (including 3 strobe Signal lines and 41 
ground lines) oriented Side by Side. 
007.9 The 80C cable is constructed by adding 40 ground 
lines to the 40C cable so that a ground line is situated 
between Signal lines. This reduces crosstalk in high Speed 
data transfer. In connectorS 2a, 2b, and 2c, the additional 
ground lines are connected to the ground line in the 40C 
cable. Consequently, the connectorS 2a, 2b, and 2c for both 
40C and 80C cables each have 40 pins. Any of the 40C and 
80C cables can be connected to ATA port 26 and IDE ports 
35 and 45. 

0080 Referencing FIG. 4, the circuit diagram illustrates 
driver/receiver unit 51a (31a or 41a) of peripheral device 3. 
Driver/receiver unit 51a in interface controller 51 (ATA 
interface controller 31 or ATAPI controller 41) of peripheral 
device 3 is constructed so that driver/receiver circuit 52, 
driver circuit 53, and receiver circuit 54 are between the 
Signal lines of ATA cable 2. The Signal lines of the interface 
controller 51 correspond to the signal lines of ATA cable 2. 
Driver circuit 53 outputs a signal to ATA cable 2. The signal 
is sent to the signal I/O device of host system 1 from 
peripheral device 3. Receiver circuit 54 receives the signal 
output to ATA cable 2 from the signal I/O device of host 
System 1. 

0081) Driver/receiver circuit 52 accesses driver circuit 53 
and receiver circuit 54. It receives a signal from ATA cable 
2 via receiver circuit 54 and outputs a Signal to ATA cable 
2 via driver circuit 53. The signal received from the ATA 
cable 2 is an output from the Signal output device of host 
System 1 and the Signal output to ATA cable 2 is a signal Sent 
from peripheral device 3 to host system 1. Driver/receiver 
circuit 52, when peripheral device 3 sends data to host 
system 1, is controlled by interface controller 51 so that only 
driver circuit 53 is activated (circuit 52 can be assumed to 
access only driver circuit 53 at this time.) When host system 
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1 sends data to peripheral device 3, driver/receiver circuit 52 
is controlled by interface controller 51 so that only receiver 
circuit 54 is activated (circuit 52 can thus be assumed to 
access only the driver circuit at this time). 
0082) The 16 data signal lines DD of ATA cable 2 are 
bi-directional lines used to Send data Signals to peripheral 
device 3 from host System 1, and Vice versa. On the contrary, 
the strobe signal line DST1 (referred to as “IORDY”) is a 
one-way Signal line used to Send a Strobe Signal from 
peripheral device 3 to host system 1 in the Ultra DMA data 
transfer mode. The strobe signal line DST2 (referred to as 
“DIOW-”) is a one-way signal line used to send a strobe 
signal from host system 1 to peripheral device 3 in the PIO 
data transfer mode and in the multi-DMA data transfer 
mode. Strobe signal line DST3 (referred to as “DIOR-”) is 
a one-way Signal line used to Send a Strobe Signal from 
peripheral device 3 to host system 1 in the PIO and multi 
DMA data transfer modes. DST3 is also used to send a signal 
from host system 1 to peripheral device 3 in the Ultra DMA 
data transfer mode. 

0083) In driver/receiver unit 51a, driver/receiver circuit 
52 is used for the bi-directional signal sending line of ATA 
cable 2. Only driver circuit 53 or receiver circuit 52 is used 
for the one-way Signal Sending line of ATA cable 2. 
0084. The input terminals of driver circuit 53 are con 
nected to signal lines (data Signal DD, Strobe Signals DST, 
DST2, and DST3) corresponding to interface controller 51. 
The output terminals of driver circuit 53 are connected to 
signal lines (data signal DD, strobe signals DST2 and DST3) 
corresponding to ATA cable 2 via IDE ports 35 and 45, as 
well as peripheral device connection connectors 2b and 2c. 
The input terminals of receiver circuit 54 are connected to 
the signal lines (data signal DD, Strobe Signal DST2 and 
DST3) corresponding to the ATA cable 2 via the IDE ports 
35 and 45, as well as the peripheral device connection 
connectors 2b and 2c. The output terminals of the receiver 
circuit 54 are connected to the signal lines (data signal lines 
DD, strobe signal lines DST2 and DST3) corresponding to 
interface controller 51. The ground line DG of ATA cable 2 
is connected to ground pattern GND of the card (card 30 or 
40 illustrated in FIG. 3) of peripheral device 3 via interface 
controller 51. 

0085) Driver/receiver unit 14a of host system 1 in the 
circuit diagram is almost the Same as driver/receiver unit 
51a shown in FIG. 4. In unit 14a, however, the configura 
tion of driver circuit 53 and receiver circuit 54 is changed 
from that of driver/receiver unit 51a of peripheral device 3 
with respect to each one-way Signal Sending line of ATA 
cable 2. For example, receiver circuit 54 is for strobe signal 
line DST1 and driver circuit 53 is for strobe signal line 
DST2. 

0.086. In a signal sending system, which conforms to the 
ATA interface, as depicted in FIG. 3, the higher the data 
transfer rate and the larger the driver circuit Slew rate, the 
more the number of Switching times per output Signal time 
is increased and the sharper the potential change with 
respect to the output signal time becomes. The Slew rate is 
a potential change rate with respect to an output signal time 
when the Subject driver circuit changes the potential of an 
output signal according to the potential change of an input 
Signal. The unit of the change rate is V/ns. Consequently, as 
the croSStalk effects in ATA cable 2 are increased, the Signal 
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integrity becomes more degraded. If a low data transfer rate 
is set, for example, to 3.3 MB/s, then a driver circuit of a 
Small Slew rate is used So that the potential of the output 
Signal has little change. With this, croSStalk is reduced, and 
the Signal integrity is improved. If Such a high data transfer 
rate as 66.6 MB/s or 100 MB/s is set, however, changes of 
the output signal cannot match the changes of the input 
Signal in the driver circuit of a Small Slew rate as described 
above. Thus, the output signal cannot keep the “low” level 
period or “high' level period long enough and the Signal 
integrity is degraded. 
0087. A conventional signal output device has a large 
Slew rate driver circuit to compensate for the maximum data 
transfer rate. The driver circuit with a fixed slew rate is most 
commonly used for all the possible data transfer rates. The 
Ultra ATA/66 interface and the Ultra ATA/100 interface must 
use the 80C cable to reduce crosstalk. 

0088. In this case, however, it is unknown what kind of 
a host System will communicate with a Signal Sending 
System and what peripheral devices are employed. If an 
HDD with a driver circuit is designed to utilize the 80C 
cable and a 100 MB/s data transfer rate is connected to a host 
system via a 40C cable, large crosstalk effects will be 
generated and this will heavily degrade Signal integrity. 
0089. The signal output device in a preferred embodi 
ment has driver circuit 53 that can set a plurality of different 
Slew rates and can output a signal at a predetermined Slew 
rate, as well as a controller that can Set a slew rate of driver 
circuit 53 according to the Signal Sending condition consist 
ing of the predetermined data transfer rate. The appropriate 
type of cable must be in use to insure that the device can be 
Set at the optimum slew rate for the Signal Sending condition. 
0090. In HDD 3a, ATA interface controller 31 and MPU 
32 are combined to create the above mentioned controller. In 
CD-ROM drive 3b, ATAPI controller 41 and MPU 42 are 
combined to create the controller. In host System 1, the 
controller is comprised of AT controller 14 and CPU 11. As 
depicted in FIG. 4, the slew rate of driver circuit 53 in a 
preferred embodiment is set to the best value according to 
the Signal Sending condition in response to control Signal 
SRC entered from the controller. 

0091 Driver circuit 53 in a preferred embodiment is 
mounted on one IC (integrated circuit) with part of the 
controller (ATA interface controller 31, ATAPI controller 41, 
or AT controller 14). However, driver circuit 53 can be 
integrated on one IC chip with the entire controller. 
0092 FIG.5 depicts a circuit diagram of driver circuit 53 
in the Signal output device in a preferred embodiment 
according to the present invention. With reference to FIG. 5, 
driver circuit 53 consists of pMOS transistors (p1, p2, and 
p3), NMOS transistors (n1, n2, and n3), delay circuits (DL1 
and DL2), Switching circuits (SW1 and SW2), and an 
inverter (IV). 
0093 Driver circuit 53, illustrated in FIG. 5, can set a 
plurality of different Slew rates when it adjusts the Switching 
timings of the three CMOS inverters consisting of transistors 
p1 to p3 and n1 to n3. Comprised of delay circuits DL1 and 
DL2, and Switching circuits SW1 and SW2 the driver circuit 
can Set the Slew rate if the Switching timings of the three 
CMOS inverters are delayed by a time corresponding to the 
values of the bits b1 and b2 of the slew rate control signal 
SRC. 
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0094) Inverter IV inverts transmit signal SIN entered to 
the signal input terminal “in” from interface controller 51, 
thereby Supplying inverted transmit Signal rSIN to the gate 
electrodes of transistors p1 and n1, the input terminal of 
delay circuit DL1, and terminal A of Switching circuits SW1 
and SW2. 

0.095 Delay circuit DL1 delays entered transmit signal 
rSIN and supplies the delayed signal to terminal B of 
Switching circuit SW1. Delay circuit DL2 delays a signal 
supplied from terminal C of Switching circuit SW1 and 
Supplies the delayed signal to terminal B of Switching circuit 
SW2. In this case, the signal delay time delayed by each of 
delay circuits DL1 and DL2 is assumed to be T. 
0.096 Slew rate control signal SRC entered to terminal 
Src from the interface controller is used to Set a Slew rate of 
the driver circuit. It is a 2-bit Signal comprising of bits b1 
and b2. Bit b1 is entered to switching circuit SW1 and bit b2 
is entered to Switching circuit SW2. 
0097 Switching circuit SW1 connects terminal C to 
either terminal A or B, depending on the logical value of bit 
b1 of slew rate control signal SRC. In this case, Switching 
circuit SW1 connects terminal C to terminal A at b1="0.” 
thereby transmit Signal rSIN is Supplied to the gate elec 
trodes of transistors p2 and n2, as well as to the input 
terminal of delay circuit DL2. At b1=“1,” Switching circuit 
SW1 connects terminal C to terminal B, thereby transmit 
signal rSIN is delayed by a time T and the delayed signal is 
Supplied to the gate electrodes of transistors p2 and n2, as 
well as to the input terminal of delay circuit DL2. 
0.098 Switching circuit SW2 connects terminal C to 
terminal A or B depending on the value of bit b2 of slew rate 
control signal SRC. The signal Supplied to terminal B of 
Switching circuit SW2 is varied according to the Setting of 
Switching circuit SW1. The signal is delayed by a time T or 
(2xT) from transmit signal rSIN. In this case, Switching 
circuit SW2 connects terminal C to terminal A at b2="0.” 
thereby transmit Signal rSIN is Supplied to the gate elec 
trodes of transistors p3 and n3. At b2=“1,” switching circuit 
SW2 connects terminal C to terminal B, thereby delaying the 
signal by a time Tor (2xT) from transmit signal rSIN and the 
delayed Signal is Supplied to the gate electrodes of transis 
tors p3 and n3. 
0099. The source electrodes of transistors p1 to p3 are 
connected to power supply VDD and the drain electrodes of 
those transistors are connected to output terminal “out.” The 
Source electrodes of transistors n1 to n3 are connected to 
ground GND and the drain electrodes of those transistors are 
connected to output terminal “out.” Output terminal “out” is 
connected to AT cable 2 (refer to FIGS. 3 and 4) and 
transmit signal SOUT output from driver circuit 53 at a 
predetermined slew rate is Supplied to AT cable 2. 
0100 The current driving performance (mutual conduc 
tance is an index of the current driving performance) should 
preferably be identical in both transistors p1 and n1, in both 
transistors p2 and n2, and in both transistors p3 and n3 
respectively. In addition, the threshold should be the same in 
both transistors p1 to p3, as well as in both n1 to n3. In this 
case, it is assumed that the current driving performance is 
the same among transistorSp1 to p3, and among transistors 
n1 to n3. 

0101 The CMOS inverter, composed of transistors p1 
and n1, is always Switched according to a change of transmit 
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signal rSIN. The CMOS inverter, composed of transistors p2 
and n2, when Switching circuit SW1 is set to terminal A, is 
Switched at the Same timing as that of transistors p1 and n1 
according to a change of transmit Signal rSIN. When Switch 
ing circuit SW1 is set to terminal B, however, the CMOS 
inverter is Switched at a timing delayed by a time T from the 
Switching timing of transistors p1 and n1 according to a 
change of a signal delayed by a time T from inverted 
transmit signal SIN. The CMOS inverter composed of 
transistorS p3 and n3 is Switched at any one of the same 
timing as that of transistors p1 and n1, a timing delayed by 
a time T from that of transistors p1 and n1, and a timing 
delayed by a time (2xT) from that of transistors p1 and n1 
according to setting of Switching circuits SW1 and SW2. 
0102). With reference to FIG. 6, the operation of driver 
circuit 53 and the correspondence among the Settings of 
Switching circuits SW1 and SW2, the slew rate values, and 
output signal waveforms is shown. The output Signal wave 
forms illustrated in FIG. 6 are explanatory ones for describ 
ing changes of Slew rates. 
0103) As depicted in FIG. 6, a slew rate can be set in 
three steps of Sr1 (maximum), Sir2 (<Sr1), and Sr3 (<Sr2) 
according to slew rate control Signal SRC in driver circuit 
53. Transmit signal SOUT has an adjusted slew rate, which 
is supplied to the AT cable from driver circuit 53. Signal 
SOUT and signal SIN entered to driver circuit 53 are 
identical in phase. 
0104. Ifb1=b2="0" is set in slew rate control signal SRC 
and both switching circuits SW1 and SW2 are set to terminal 
A, then inverted transmit Signal rSIN is Supplied to the gate 
electrodes of transistors p1 to p3, as well as n1 to n3. 
0105. If the level of transmit signal SIN is changed from 
Low (hereafter, to be described as “L”) to High (hereafter, 
to be described as “H”), transistors p1 to p3 are simulta 
neously turned on and transistors n1 to n3 are Simulta 
neously turned off at a time tr when the voltage of inverted 
transmit signal rSIN falls to the threshold. With the Switch 
ing operations of those transistors, the level of transmit 
signal SOUT is changed from “L” to “H.” 
0106 If the level of transmit signal SIN is changed from 
“H” to “L,” transistors p1 to p3 are simultaneously turned off 
and transistors n1 to n3 are Simultaneously turned on at a 
time t? when the voltage of inverted transmit signal rSIN 
rises to the threshold. With the Switching operations of those 
transistors, the level of transmit signal SOUT is changed 
from “H to “L. 

0107 Consequently, if b1=b2="0" is set for slew rate 
control signal SRC, driver circuit 53 drives the AT cable with 
the maximum current driving performance of driver circuit 
53 obtained by transistors p1 to p3 between times trand t? 
and drives AT cable 2 with the maximum current driving 
performance of driver circuit 53 obtained by transistors p1 
to p3 between times t? and tr. 
0.108 Consequently, the slew rate of driver circuit 53 
takes the maximum value Sr1. Transmit signal SIN thus 
begins rising from the "L' level at time tr, then keeps rising 
at a slew rate of Sr1 to reach the “H” level. Transmit signal 
SIN begins falling from the “H” level at time t?, then keeps 
falling at a slew rate of Sr1 to reach the “L” level. 
0109) If b1="0" and b2="1" are set for slew rate control 
signal SRC and Switching circuit SW1 is set to terminal A 
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and Switching circuit SW2 is set to terminal B, then inverted 
transmit signal rSIN is Supplied to the gate electrodes of 
transistors p1, p2, n1, and n2 and a Signal delayed by a time 
T from inverted transmit signal rSIN is supplied to the gate 
electrodes of transistorS p3 and n3 respectively. 
0110) If the level of transmit signal SIN is changed from 
“L” to “H.” transistors p1 and p2 are turned off and tran 
Sistors n1 and n2 are turned on at time tr. And, transistor p3 
is turned on and transistor n3 is turned off at the following 
timing (tr+T). With the Switching operations of those tran 
sistors, the level of transmit signal SOUT is changed from 
“L to “H. 

0111. If the level of transmit signal SIN is changed from 
“H” to “L,” transistors p1 and p2 are turned off and tran 
Sistors n1 and n2 are turned on at time trand transistor p3 
is turned off and transistor n3 is turned on at the following 
time (tr--T). With the Switching operations of those transis 
tors, the level of transmit signal SOUT is changed from “H” 
to “L. 

0112 Consequently, if b1=“0” and b2="1" are set for 
slew rate control signal SRC, driver circuit 53 drives AT 
cable 2, according to the State of transistors p1 and p2 
between time trand time (tr--T). Driver circuit 53 drives the 
AT cable 2 with its maximum current driving performance 
obtained by the transistors p1 to p3 between the time (tr+T) 
and the following time t?. Also, driver circuit 53 drives AT 
cable 2 according to the State of transistors n1 and n2 
between time t? and time (tf+T) and drives AT cable 2 with 
its maximum current driving performance obtained by tran 
sistors n1 to n3 between time (tf+T) and the following 
timing tr. 
0113 Because the current driving performance is 
adjusted during a level change of transmit Signal SIN by 
delaying the Switching timing of transistorSp3 and n3 by a 
time T in this way, the slew rate of driver circuit 53 takes a 
value of Sr2(<sr1). Transmit signal SIN thus begins rising 
from the "L' level at time trand keeps rising at a Slew rate 
of Sr2 to reach the “H” level. And, transmit signal SIN 
begins falling from the “H” level at time t? and keeps falling 
at a slew rate of Sir2 to reach the "L' level. 

0114. The slew rate of driver circuit 53 also takes a value 
of Sir2 when b1='1' and b2="O” are set for slew rate control 
signal SRC and Switching circuit SW1 is set to terminal B 
and Switching circuit SW2 is set to terminal A. This is the 
same as the slew rate when b1="'0' and b2="1' are set. 
When b1="1" and b2=“0” are set, the operations of transis 
tors p2 and p3, as well as the operations of transistorS n2 and 
n3 are reversed from those when b1="0" and b2="1' are set. 

0115) Ifb1=b2="1" is set for slew rate control signal SRC 
and Switching circuits SW1 and SW2 are set to terminal B, 
inverted transmit Signal rSIN is Supplied to the gate elec 
trodes of transistors p1 and n1 and a signal delayed by a time 
T from inverted transmit signal rSIN is supplied to the gate 
electrodes of transistors p2 and n2 and a signal delayed by 
a time (2xT) from inverted transmit signal rSIN is supplied 
to the gate electrodes of transistorS p3 and n3. 
0116. If the level of transmit signal SIN is changed from 
“L” to “H”, transistor p1 is turned on and transistor n1 is 
turned off at time tr and transistor p2 is turned on and 
transistor n2 is turned off at the following time (tr+T). And, 
transistor p3 is turned on and transistor n3 is turned off 
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further at the following time (tr--2xT). With the Switching 
operations of those transistors, the level of transmit Signal 
SOUT is changed from L to H. 
0.117) If the level of transmit signal SIN is changed from 
“H” to “L,” transistor p1 is turned off and transistor n1 is 
turned on at time trand transistor p2 is turned off. Transistor 
n2 is turned on at the following time (tr+T), and transistor 
p3 is turned off. Transistor n3 is turned on further at the 
following time (tr--2xT). With the Switching operations of 
this transistors, the level of the transmit signal SOUT is 
changed from H to L. 
0118 Consequently, if b1=b2="1" is set for slew rate 
control signal SRC, driver circuit 53 drives AT cable 2 
according to the State of transistor p1 between time trand 
time (tr--T). Also, driver circuit 53 drives AT cable 2 
according to the State of transistors p1 and p2 between time 
(tr--T) and time (tr+2xT). This drives AT cable 2 at it 
maximum driving performance obtained by transistorSp1 to 
p3 between the time (tr+2T) and time t?. Also, driver circuit 
53 drives AT cable 2 according to the state of transistor n1 
between time t? and the timing (tf+T) and according to the 
state of transistors n1 and n2 between time (tf-T) and the 
timing (tf+2T). Driver circuit 53 drives AT cable 2 with its 
maximum current driving performance obtained by transis 
tors n1 to n3, between the time (tf-2T) and the following 
time tr. 

0119) Because the current driving performance is 
adjusted during a change of transmit signal SIN by delaying 
the Switching timing of transistors p2 and n2 by a time T and 
the Switching timing of transistors p3 and n3 by a time (2xT) 
in this way, the slew rate of driver circuit 53 takes a value 
of Sr3 (<sr2). Transmit signal SIN thus begins rising from 
the “L” level at time trand keeps rising at a slew rate of Sr3 
to reach the “H” level. And, transmit signal SIN begins 
falling from the “H” level at time t? and keeps falling at a 
slew rate of Sr3 to reach the "L' level. 

0120 AS described above, driver circuit 53 is composed 
so that it controls the Switching timings of the CMOS 
inverter composed of transistors p2 and n2 and the CMOS 
inverter composed of transistors p3 and n3, thereby chang 
ing the Slew rates only during the rising period and during 
the falling period of transmit signal SOUT without changing 
its current driving performance during both “H” and “L” 
level periods thereof. 
0121 Next, how to create a slew rate setting table for 
driver circuit 53 will be described. At first, the best slew rate 
is Set beforehand for each Signal Sending condition com 
prising a data transfer rate and an ATA cable type. Then, a 
slew rate setting table in which the best slew rate for each 
Signal Sending condition is written is Stored beforehand in 
each of AT controller 14 or main memory 13 of host system 
1 and interface controller 31, 41 or memory 33, 43 of 
peripheral device 3. This procedure is executed, for 
example, in the manufacturing process of the Subject com 
puter System. For peripheral device 3 Supplied as a single 
unit, the procedure is executed in the manufacturing process. 
In this case, the memory System for Storing the Slew rate 
Setting table also instructs the controller for Setting a slew 
rate of driver circuit 53 according to each Signal Sending 
condition. 

0.122 For example, the slew rate of driver circuit 53 is 
changed on each Signal Sending condition while a signal is 
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Sent and the waveform of the Signal, as well as the data 
transfer error occurrence rate are monitored. The best Slew 
rate is decided and tabulated for each Signal Sending con 
dition So as to be Stored in both host System 1 and peripheral 
device 3. 

0123. With reference to FIG. 7, a configuration of the 
slew rate setting table of driver circuit 53 is illustrated. The 
table depicted in FIG. 7 is for the driver circuit that can set 
Slew rates in Seven or more Steps like Sr1 
(maximum)>sr22sr3>Sr4>Sr5>Sr6>Sr7> . . . In the slew rate 
value (slew rate standard value) field in the table illustrated 
in FIG. 7, there are actually recorded bit values of the slew 
rate control Signal SRC. The Signal output device reads the 
bit values of slew rate control signal SRC related to the 
object signal Sending condition from the Slew rate Setting 
table and Supplies the bit values to driver circuit 53. 
0.124. A signal output device provided with a slew rate 
setting table as depicted in FIG. 7 sets Sr1 for the slew rate 
of driver circuit 53 if the data transfer rate is 66.6 MB/s and 
the cable type is 80C. If the data transfer rate is 44.4 or 33.3 
MB/s and the cable type is 80C, the signal output device sets 
Sr2(<Sr1) for the slew rate of driver circuit 53. And, if the 
data transfer rate is 33.3 MB/s and the cable type is 40C, the 
signal output device sets Sr3 (<sr2) for the slew rate of driver 
circuit 53. 

0125 Referring to FIG. 8, a flow chart for describing 
how to Set a data transfer mode and a data transfer rate, as 
well as how to set a slew rate of a driver circuit 53 in a 
preferred embodiment is illustrated. The Setting procedure 
depicted in FIG. 8 enables commands and data to be sent 
between host System 1 and peripheral device 3. In this stage, 
however, none of host System 1 and peripheral device 3 
recognizes the information of its partner's device, So the 
above data transfer is done, for example, in the PIO data 
transfer mode. If the Subject computer System is powered or 
reset, host System 1 and peripheral device 3 detect the type 
of ATA cable 2 (40C or 80C cable) in steps S1 and S2. 
0.126 Detecting the type of ATA cable 2, host system 1 
Sends a Setting Start command in the data transfer mode to 
peripheral device 3 and requests peripheral device 3 to 
update the information (data transfer modes and data trans 
fer rates supported by peripheral device 3) in step S3. 
0127 Receiving the setting start command in step S4, 
peripheral device 3 notifies host system 1 of its own infor 
mation Such as the data transfer modes and data transfer 
rates that peripheral device 3 can Support in Step S5. 
0128. Host system 1, receiving the information of periph 
eral device 3 in Step S6, Sets a data transfer mode and a data 
transfer rate to be used in the communication with peripheral 
device 3 with reference to the data transfer modes and the 
data transfer rates that peripheral device 3 can Support, as 
well as the type of the ATA cable in use and the data transfer 
modes and the data transfer rates that host System 1 itself can 
Support in Step S7. After that, host System 1 notifies periph 
eral device 3 of both set data transfer mode and data transfer 
rate that are set in step S8. 
0129. If ATA cable 2 is a 40C cable, host system 1 does 
not set a data transfer rate of 44.4 MB/s or over which the 
80C cable must set, but sets a data transfer rate of 33.3 MB/s 
or under in step S7 even when host system 1 and peripheral 
device 3 can support a data transfer rate of 44.4 MB/s or 
OVC. 
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0130. If ATA cable 2 is a 40C cable, peripheral device 3 
may notify host System 1 that it can Support a data transfer 
rate of 33.3 MB/s or under in step S5 even when it can 
support a data transfer rate of 44.4 MB/s or over. Peripheral 
device 3 may also detect the cable type and it relays the 
information to peripheral device 3. Or, host System 1 may 
detect the cable type and relays the information to peripheral 
device 3. 

0131 Next, host system 1 reads the bit value of slew rate 
control signal SRC from the slew rate setting table stored in 
main memory 13 or AT controller 14 in step S9. The bit 
value is used to Set the best Slew rate on the Subject Signal 
Sending condition comprising the Set data transfer rate and 
the type of the cable in use. Host System 1 then Supplies the 
read bit values to all driver circuits 53 of driver/receiver unit 
14a. Consequently, all driver circuit 53 are set to the best 
Slew rate Standard value on the above Signal Sending con 
dition. 

0132) Peripheral device 3, receiving the report of both 
data transfer mode and data transfer rate that are Set in Step 
S10, reads the bit values of slew rate control signal SRC 
from the slew rate setting table held in memory 33 or 43 and 
supplies the bit values to all driver circuits 53 of driver/ 
receiver unit 51a (31a or 41a) in step S11. The bit values are 
used to Set the best Slew rate on the above Signal Sending 
condition comprising the Set data transfer rate and the type 
of the cable in use. Consequently, all driver circuits 53 of 
driver/receiver unit 51a are set to the best slew rate standard 
value on the above Signal Sending condition. 
0133. This completes setting of the data transfer mode 
and the data transfer rate, as well as Setting of the Slew rate 
of those driver circuits. Hereafter, data transfer can be made 
in the predetermined data transfer mode at a predetermined 
data transfer rate. 

0134) With reference to FIGS. 9 and 10, charts for 
comparison between the Signal waveforms of the Signal 
output device in a preferred embodiment and the Signal 
waveforms of the conventional Signal output device are 
depicted with accordance to the presentation. Illustrated in 
FIGS. 9 and 10, FIG. 9a and 10a depicts the waveforms of 
strobe signal DST and the data signal DD output from the 
signal output device in a preferred embodiment and FIGS. 
9b and 10b illustrates the waveforms of strobe signal DST 
and the data Signal DD output from the conventional Signal 
output device. The Scales of the time axis (horizontal) and 
the potential axis (vertical) depicted in FIGS. 9 and 10 are 
identical. The data transfer rate illustrated in FIG. 9 is 
assumed to be VD1 and the data transfer rate depicted in 
FIG. 10 is assumed to be VD2 (>VD1). 
0.135 The slew rate of driver circuit of the signal output 
device in a preferred embodiment is set to best value Sra in 
FIG. 9a and to best value Srb (>sra) in FIG. 10a. The slew 
rate of the driver circuit of the conventional Signal output 
device is fixed and FIG. 9b shows the signal waveform 
output from the driver circuit whose slew rate is fixed to Srb. 
FIG. 10b shows the signal waveform output from the driver 
circuit whose Slew rate is fixed to Sra. 

0.136 Because a small slew rate valuesra is set for the 
driver circuit 53 in a preferred embodiment illustrated in 
FIG. 9a, crosstalk is reduced. Also, data can be latched 
correctly at both start and end of strobe signal DST in the 
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Signal receiving circuit. However, because the Slew rate is 
fixed to a large value Srb for the conventional driver circuit 
depicted in FIG. 9b, large crosstalk noise remains in data 
Signal DD. Consequently, wrong data may possibly be 
latched at both start and end of strobe signal DST in the 
Signal receiving circuit. 
0137) Furthermore, because the driver circuit in an 
embodiment illustrated in FIG.11a is set to a large slew rate 
value Srb, both “L” and “H” level periods are secured for 
both strobe signal DST and data signal DD. Data signal DD 
is set on the “L” or “H” level at both start and end of strobe 
Signal DST. Consequently, data can be latched correctly in 
the Signal receiving device. Because the conventional driver 
circuit depicted in FIG. 10b is fixed to a small slew rate 
valuesra, the “L” level period is not secured enough for both 
Strobe Signal DST and data Signal DD. Consequently, wrong 
data may possibly be latched. 
0138. With reference to FIG. 11, a flow chart for describ 
ing how to correct a slew rate in a preferred embodiment is 
illustrated. At first, if data transfer is started in a data transfer 
mode, a data transfer rate, and at a Slew rate Standard value 
of the driver circuit Set respectively in the procedure shown 
in FIG. 8, the signal I/O devices of both host system 1 and 
peripheral device 3 start a Statistical processing of the data 
transfer error occurrence rate of errorS detected in data 
transfer between host system 1 and peripheral device 3 in 
step S21 illustrated in FIG. 11. 
0.139. The signal output device which outputs data delim 

its transmit data at a given length and adds an error correc 
tion code to each delimited data before sending it. In this 
case, the error correction code is a CRC (Cyclic Redundancy 
Check) code. The CRC code can verify whether or not the 
object data is correct. It can also correct an error within the 
predetermined number of bits. Such error verification by the 
CRC code is done in peripheral device 3 in the data transfer 
between host system 1 and peripheral device 3. 
0140 For example, when data is sent from the signal 
output device of peripheral device 3 to the Signal receiving 
device of host System 1, the Signal receiving device of host 
system 1 calculates the data used for CRC verification 
according to the received CRC code attached data. It relayS 
this CRC verification data to the signal output device of 
peripheral device 3. The Signal output device of peripheral 
device 3 also calculates the CRC verification data about the 
CRC code word sent to host system 1 Separately, so the 
Signal output device of peripheral device 3 executes CRC 
Verification according to the CRC verification data calcu 
lated by itself and the CRC verification data received from 
host System 1, thereby determining whether or not a Sending 
error has occurred. Peripheral device 3 sends the result to 
host System 1 and takes Statistics of the Sending error 
occurrence rate. If a Sending error is detected, peripheral 
device 3 Sends the same data again and executes other 
necessary instructions. 
0141 When data is sent from the signal output device of 
host System 1 to the Signal receiving device of peripheral 
device 3, the Signal receiving device of peripheral device 3 
executes CRC verification according to the received CRC 
code word So as to determine whether a Sending error has 
occurred. Host system 1 relays the result to host system 1 
and takes Statistics of the Sending error occurrence rate. If a 
Sending error is detected, host System 1 Sends the same data 
again and executes other necessary instructions. 
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0.142 Next, each signal I/O device determines whether or 
not the Sending error occurrence rate is below an allowable 
threshold Eth in step S22. The determination in this step S22 
is done each time the predetermined number of CRC code 
attached data items is Sent or each time data is sent by the 
predetermined number of times or at a predetermined time 
interval. The allowable threshold Eth is 0 or another prede 
termined value. If the Sending error occurrence rate is below 
the allowable threshold Eth, control returns to step S21. If 
the allowable threshold Ethis exceeded, control goes to Step 
S23. 

0.143 If the sending error occurrence rate is over the 
allowable threshold Eth in step S22, the subject signal I/O 
device decreases the slew rate of driver circuit 53 by one 
from the Set Standard value in the Slew rate Setting table 
(table value) in step S23. 
0144) Next, the signal I/O device takes statistics of the 
Sending error occurrence rate after the change of the Slew 
rate in Step S24 in the same procedure as that in Step S21, 
then determines whether or not the Sending error occurrence 
rate is below the allowable threshold Eth after the change of 
the Slew rate in Step S25 in the same procedure as that in Step 
S22. If the sending error occurrence rate is below the 
allowable threshold Eth after the change of the slew rate, 
control goes to step S42. If it is over the allowable threshold 
Eth, control goes to Step S26. 
0145 If the sending error occurrence rate is below the 
allowable threshold Eth after the change of the slew rate in 
step S25, in step S42, the Subject signal I/O device updates 
the Slew rate Standard value of the object signal Sending 
condition in the Slew rate Setting table to the value changed 
in step S23. The control of the process returns to step S21. 

0146 If the sending error occurrence rate is determined 
to be over the allowable threshold Eth after the change of the 
slew rate in step S25, then the signal I/O device determines 
in Step S26 whether or not the Sending error occurrence rate 
after the change of the Slew rate is decreased from that 
before the change of the slew rate. If it is determined to be 
decreased, control goes to Step S27 and if not, control goes 
to step S32. 
0147 If it is determined in step S26 that the sending error 
occurrence rate after the change of the Slew rate is decreased 
from that before the change of the Slew rate, then the Signal 
I/O device decreases the slew rate of the driver circuit 53 by 
one in step S27. Then, in step S28, the signal I/O device 
takes Statistics of the Sending error occurrence rate after the 
Slew rate is changed in Step S27 in the same procedure as 
that in step S21. After that, in step S29, the signal I/O device 
determines whether or not the Sending error occurrence rate 
is below the allowable threshold Eth after the slew rate is 
changed in Step S27 in the Same procedure as that in Step 
S22. If it is below the allowable threshold Eth, control goes 
to Step S42, where the Slew rate Standard value of the Signal 
Sending condition in the Slew rate Setting table is updated to 
the value changed in step S27. If it is over the allowable 
threshold Eth, control goes to step S30. 
0.148. In step S30, the signal I/O device determines 
whether or not the Sending error occurrence rate after the 
Slew rate is changed in Step S27 is decreased from that 
before the change of the Slew rate. If it is decreased, control 
returns to step S27 and the signal I/O device further 
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decreases the slew rate of the driver circuit 53 by one and if 
not, control goes to Step S31. 

0149. In step S31, the signal I/O device increases the slew 
rate of the driver circuit 53 by one from the current value to 
a slew rate that minimizes the Sending error occurrence rate 
within a smaller value than the table value. After this, control 
goes to Step S42 and the Signal I/O device updates the Slew 
rate Standard value of the object Signal Sending condition in 
the Slew rate Setting table to the value changed in Step S31. 
Control then returns to step S21. 
0150. Next, if it is determined in step S26 that the sending 
error occurrence rate after the change of the Slew rate is not 
decreased from that before the change of the Slew rate, the 
Signal I/O device increases the Slew rate of the driver circuit 
53 by one from the standard value set in the slew rate setting 
table (table value) in step S32. 
0151. Next, in step S33, the signal I/O device takes 
Statistics of the Sending error occurrence rate after the Slew 
rate is changed in Step S32 in the same procedure as that in 
step S21 and determines in step S34 whether or not the 
Sending error occurrence rate is below the allowable thresh 
old Eth after the slew rate is changed in step S32 in the same 
procedure as that in Step S22. Then, if the Sending error 
occurrence rate is below the allowable threshold Eth after 
the Slew rate is changed in Step S32, control goes to Step S42. 
If not, control goes to step S35. 

0152) If it is determined in step S34 that the sending error 
occurrence rate is below the allowable threshold Eth, in Step 
S42, the signal I/O device updates the slew rate standard 
value of the object Signal Sending condition in the Slew rate 
setting table to the value changed in step S32. Control then 
returns to step S21. 

0153. If it is determined in step S34 that the sending error 
occurrence rate is over the allowable threshold Eth, the 
Signal I/O device determines whether or not the Sending 
error occurrence rate after the Slew rate is changed in Step 
S32 is decreased from that before the change in step S35. If 
it is decreased, control goes to Step S36 and if not, control 
goes to Step S41. 

0154) If it is determined in step S35 that the sending error 
occurrence rate is not decreased from before the Slew rate is 
changed, the Signal I/O device returns the Slew rate of the 
driver circuit 53 to the standard value set in the slew rate 
setting table (table value) in step S41. Control then returns 
to step S21. 

O155 If it is determined in step S35 that the sending error 
occurrence rate is decreased from that before the Slew rate 
is changed, the Signal I/O device further increases the Slew 
rate of the driver circuit 53 by one in step S36, then in step 
37 takes Statistics of the Sending error occurrence rate after 
the Slew rate is changed in Step S36 in the same procedure 
as that in step S21 and determines in step S38 whether or not 
the Sending error occurrence rate is below the allowable 
threshold Eth after the slew rate is changed in step S36 in the 
same procedure as that in step S21. If it is below the 
allowable threshold Eth, control goes to step S42 and 
updates the Slew rate Standard value of the object Signal 
Sending condition in the Slew rate Setting table to the value 
changed in step S36. If not below the allowable threshold 
Eth, control continues to step S39. 
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0156 The signal I/O device determines in step S39 
whether or not the Sending error occurrence rate after the 
Slew rate is changed in Step S36 is decreased from that 
before the change. If it is decreased, control returns to Step 
S36 and the signal I/O device further increases the slew rate 
of the driver circuit 53 by one. If not decreased, control 
continues to step S40. 
O157. In step S40, the signal I/O device decreases the 
slew rate of the driver circuit 53 by one from the current 
value to a slew rate that minimizes the Sending error rate 
within a larger value than the table value. Control then goes 
to step S42 and updates the slew rate standard value of the 
object Signal Sending condition in the Slew rate Setting table 
to the value changed in step S40. Control then returns to step 
S21. 

0158 As described above, the procedure illustrated in 
FIG. 11 changes the slew rate in the following steps: 

0159) setting the slew rate of driver circuit 53 to a 
Standard value according to the predetermined data 
transfer rate, then Starting Signal transmission; 

0160 determining whether or not the data transfer 
error occurrence rate is below the allowable thresh 
old Eth while the data transfer error occurrence is 
caused by a Signal Sent to the Signal receiving device 
from driver circuit 53 (steps S21 and S22); 

0.161 changing the slew rate of driver circuit 53 if it 
is determined that the Sending error occurrence rate 
is over the allowable threshold Eth; 

0162 searching a slew rate value that decreases the 
Sending error occurrence rate below the allowable 
threshold Eth or decreases the Sending error occur 
rence rate (steps S23 to S40); 

0163 setting the searched slew rate value as a new 
Standard value if the Slew rate value decreases the 
Sending error occurrence rate below the allowable 
threshold Eth or decreases the Sending error occur 
rence rate (step S42); 

0.164 the step of changing the slew rate that 
decreases the Sending error occurrence rate below 
the allowable threshold Eth or further decreases it is 
also divided into the following Steps; 

0.165 decreasing the slew rate of driver circuit 53 
from the Standard value if the Sending error occur 
rence rate is over the allowable threshold Eth, then 
determining whether or not the Sending error occur 
rence rate is decreased (steps S23 to S26); 

0166 searching a slew rate value that decreases the 
Sending error occurrence rate below the allowable 
threshold Eth or minimizes it within a smaller value 
than the Standard value if the Sending error occur 
rence rate is decreased (steps S25 and S27 to S31); 

0.167 increasing the slew rate from the standard 
value if the Sending error occurrence rate is not 
decreased, then determining whether or not the Send 
ing error occurrence rate is decreased (steps S32 to 
S35); and 

0168 searching a slew rate value that decreases the 
Sending error occurrence rate below the allowable 
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threshold Eth or minimizes it within a larger value 
than the Standard value if the Sending error occur 
rence rate is decreased (steps S34 and S36 to S40). 

0169. The slew rate correction procedure described 
above is also effective to obtain high Signal integrity on 
every Signal Sending condition even when the Slew rate 
Standard value Set in the Slew rate Setting table is not the best 
and the best Slew rate is changed dynamically. 
0170 According to a preferred embodiment described 
above, because the Signal output device is composed So as 
to include a driver circuit that can Set a plurality of different 
Slew rates and can Set the best Slew rate according to each 
Signal Sending condition comprising a predetermined data 
transfer rate and a type of the cable in use, high Signal 
integrity can be obtained on each Signal Sending condition. 
0171 Furthermore, because the data transfer error occur 
rence rate is monitored while the error occurrence is caused 
by a signal Sent to a Signal receiving device from a driver 
circuit and the Slew rate of the driver circuit is changed to a 
value that can decrease the Sending error occurrence rate 
below a predetermined allowable threshold or decrease it 
more if the Sending error occurrence rate is over the prede 
termined allowable threshold, high Signal integrity can be 
obtained on each Signal Sending condition even when the 
object Slew rate Standard value Set in the Slew rate Setting 
table is not the best and the best Slew rate is changed 
dynamically. 
0172 Although the best slew rate is set according to a 
predetermined data transfer rate and a type of the cable in 
use in a preferred embodiment as described above, the Signal 
output device may be composed So as to Set the best Slew 
rate according to only a data transfer rate. 
0173 The best slew rate that can obtain high signal 
integrity also depends on the number of peripheral devices 
connected to the same cable. Consequently, the best Slew 
rate may be set according to a signal Sending condition. The 
condition consists of a data transfer rate and a type of the 
cable in use that are Set according to the number of periph 
eral devices connected to the Same cable and detected by the 
Signal output device of the host System or a peripheral 
device, as well as the number of the peripheral devices 
connected to the same cable. 

0174 The electrical properties (mutual conductance, 
threshold Voltage, etc.) should preferably be the same 
between pMOS transistors and nMOS transistors of a driver 
circuit. However, those electrical properties may possibly be 
different between the pMOS transistors and nMOS transis 
tors due to various conditions including the manufacturing 
process, etc. in Some cases. In Such a case, the Same Slew rate 
cannot be obtained at both Start and end of an output Signal 
of the driver circuit if the same timing is Set for Switching 
both a plurality of pMOS transistors and a plurality of nMOS 
transistors of the driver circuit as illustrated in FIG. 5 in a 
preferred embodiment described above. 
0.175. In order to avoid such problems, the signal output 
device in another preferred embodiment includes a driver 
circuit that can adjust a slew rate at the Start of its output 
Signal from the driver circuit and a slew rate at the end of its 
output signal Separately, thereby the Same Slew rate can be 
Set at both Start and end of its output signal even when 
electrical properties are different between transistors thereof. 
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0176 FIG. 12 depicts a block diagram of a driver circuit 
of the Signal output device in another preferred embodiment 
according to the present invention. Referencing FIG. 12, the 
Same Symbols are given to the same parts as those illustrated 
in FIG. 5. The driver circuit depicted in FIG. 12 is provided 
with pMOS transistors p1 to p4, nMOS transistors n1 to n-1, 
delay circuits DL1 to DL6, Switching circuits SW1 to SW6, 
and an inverter IV. 

0177. In the driver circuit illustrated in FIG. 12 is com 
posed so that the Switching timing of each of pMOS tran 
SistorSp1 to p4 can be adjusted Separately from that of each 
of the nMOS transistors n1 to n+. The slew rate at the start 
of its output signal can be adjusted Separately from that at 
the end of the output signal. Delay circuits DL1 to DL3 and 
Switching circuits SW1 to SW3 comprise a device for setting 
a slew rate at the Start of the output Signal from the driver 
circuit when the Switching timing of each of pMOS tran 
sistors p1 to p4 is set according to the values of bits b1 to b3 
of slew rate control signal SRC. Delay circuits DL4 to DL6 
and switching circuits SW4 to SW6 are combined so as to 
comprise another device for Setting a Slew rate at the end of 
an output Signal from the driver circuit when the Switching 
timing of each of nMOS transistors n1 to n4 is set according 
to the values of bits b4 to b8 of slew rate control signal SRC. 
0.178 Because the slew rate at the start of an output signal 
from the driver circuit can be adjusted Separately from that 
at the end of the output signal as described above, the same 
Slew rate can be set for both start and end of the output Signal 
even when the electrical properties differ between pMOS 
transistors and nMOS transistors. 

0179 Inverter IV inverts transmit signal SIN entered to 
Signal input terminal “in” from the controller, which Sup 
plies inverted transmit Signal rSIN to the gate electrodes of 
transistors p1 and n1, the input terminals of delay circuits 
DL1 and DL4, as well as to terminals A of Switching circuits 
SW1 to SW6. 

0180 Delay circuit DLk delays an input signal and 
Supplies the delayed signal to terminal B of Switching circuit 
SWk. In this case, the signal delay time of each of delay 
circuits DL1 to DL6 is assumed to be T. 

0181 Slew rate control signal SRC entered to terminal 
Src from the interface controller is used to Set a Slew rate of 
the driver circuit. It is a 6-bit signal comprising b1 to b6. Bit 
bk (k=1,2,... 6) of slew rate control signal SRC is entered 
to Switching circuit SWk. Bits b1 to b3 are signals for 
controlling the Switching timing of pMOS transistors p1 to 
p4 So as to Set a Slew rate at the Start of an output signal from 
the driver circuit. Bits b4 to b8 are signals for controlling the 
Switching timing of nMOS transistors n1 to naso as to set 
a slew rate at the end of the output Signal. 
0182 Switching circuit SWk connects terminal C to 
terminal A or B according to the logical value of bit bk of 
Slew rate control Signal SRC. In this case, Switching circuit 
SWk connects terminal C to terminal A at bk="0" and to 
terminal Batbk="1.' Terminals C of Switching circuits SW1 
to SW3 are connected to the gate electrodes of pMOS 
transistors p2 to p4 respectively. Terminals C of Switching 
circuits SW4 to SW6 are connected to the gate electrodes of 
nMOS transistors n2 to na respectively. 
0183 The source electrodes of transistors p1 to p4 are 
connected to power Supply VDD and the drain electrodes are 
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connected to output terminal “out” respectively. The Source 
electrodes of transistors n1 to n\, are connected to ground 
GND and the drain electrodes are connected to output 
terminal “out” respectively. Output terminal “out” is con 
nected to AT cable 2 (see FIGS.3 and 4) and transmit signal 
SOUT output from the driver circuit at a predetermined slew 
rate is Supplied to AT cable 2. 
0184 Transistor p1 is switched according to transmit 
Signal rSIN and transistor p2 is Switched according to a 
signal supplied from Switching circuit SW1. Transistor p3 is 
Switched according to a signal Supplied from Switching 
circuit SW2. Transistor p4 is Switched according to a signal 
supplied from Switching circuit SW3. Transistor n1 is 
Switched according to transmit Signal rSIN. Transistor n2 is 
Switched according to a signal Supplied from Switching 
circuit SW4. Transistor n3 is switched according to a signal 
supplied from Switching circuit SW5. Transistor na is 
Switched according to a signal Supplied from Switching 
circuit SW6. 

0185 FIG. 13 illustrates a table for describing the opera 
tion of the driver circuit depicted in FIG. 12. The table 
illustrates the correspondence between Set values of Switch 
ing circuits SW1 to SW6 and the slew rates of the object 
driver circuit. As depicted in FIG. 13, the driver circuit 
illustrated in FIG. 12 enables the same slew rate to be set at 
both Start and end of its output signal, as well as in the four 
steps of Sr1 (max.), Sr2 (<Sr1), Sr3 (<sr2), and Sr4 (<Sr3) 
according to the slew rate control signal SRC (bits b1 to b8). 
0186 The driver circuit depicted in FIG. 12 enables the 
Slew rate at the Start of its output Signal to be set in five Steps 
according to the set values of Switching circuits SW1 to 
SW3 and the slew rate at the end of its output signal to be 
Set in five StepS according to the Set values of Switching 
circuits SW4 to SW6. 

0187. For example, if SW1-3=(ABA) is described for a 
case that Switching circuit SW1 is set to terminal A, terminal 
B, and terminal A, then the Slew rate at the Start of an output 
signal will be as shown below. 

At SW1-3 = (AAA) ... rsr1 (max.) 
At SW1-3 = (AAB) ... rsr2 (<rsr1) 
At SW1-3 = (BAB) ... rsr3 (<rsr2) 
At SW1-3 = (ABB)... rsrA (<rsr3) 
At SW1-3 = (BBB) ... Isr5 (<rsr4) 

0188 At SW1-3=(ABA) and (BAA), rsr2 is assumed to 
be like at SW1-3=(AAB). At SW1-3=(BBA), rsrA is 
assumed to be like at SW1-3=(ABB). 
0189 In the same way, the slew rate at the end of an 
output signal from the driver circuit will be as shown below. 

At SW4-6 = (AAA). . . fsr1 (max.) 
At SW4-6 = (AAB) ... fsr2 (<fsr1) 
At SW4-6 = (BAB) ... fsr3 (<fsr2) 
At SW4-6 = (ABB)... fsr4 (<fsr3) 
At SW4-6 = (BBB) ... fsr5 (<fsr4) 

0190. The driver circuit shown in FIG. 12 disables the 
Same Slew rate to be set at both Start and end of its output 
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Signal due to a difference of electrical properties (mutual 
conductance, threshold voltage, etc.) between pMOS tran 
sistors p1 to p4 and nMOS transistors n1 to na when the 
Same Switching timing is Set for pMOS transistors p1 to p4 
and NMOS transistors n1 to n+. It is assumed that the slew 
rate becomes like 
fSr1 >rSr11fsr2>rSr21fsr3>rSr31fsrA->rSr41fsr5>rSrS when 
the slew rates rSr1 to rSrS at the start and slew rates fsr1 to 
fSr5 at the end of an output signal from the driver circuit are 
observed at each Switch Setting. 
0191 FIG. 13 illustrates a table for describing setting of 
the Switching circuits of the driver circuit in the above case. 
When SW1-3=(AAA) and SW4-6=(AAB) are set, the same 
Sr1 (max.) (=rsr1=fsr2) is set for the slew rate of both start 
and end of an output signal from the driver circuit. When 
SW1-3=(AAB) and SW4-6=(BAB) are set, the same sr2 
(=rsr2=fsr3<Sr1) is set for the slew rate of both start and end 
of an output signal from the driver circuit. When SW1-3= 
(BAB) and SW4-6=(ABB) are set, the same Sr3 (=rsr3 = 
fsr4<sr2) is set for the slew rate of both start and end of an 
output signal from the driver circuit. And, when SW1-3= 
(ABB) and SW4-6=(BBB) are set, the same Sr4 (=rsrA= 
fsr5<Sr3) is set for the slew rate of both start and end of an 
output signal from the driver circuit. 

0.192 In the above case, the driver circuit shown in FIG. 
12 can adjust the Slew rate in four Steps of Sr1 to SrA. Any 
of the above Switch settings is written as the best slew rate 
(standard value) to each Signal Sending condition in the Slew 
rate setting table (refer to FIG. 7). For example, if Sr1 is set 
for the slew rate of the driver circuit, SW1-3=(AAA) and 
SW4-6=(AAB) switch settings are written. 
0193 For example, if slew rate control signal SRC is set 
to b1=b2="0. b3=b4=“1,” b5="0,” and b6="1" and Switch 
ing circuits SW1, SW2, and SW5 are set to terminal A and 
Switching circuits SW3, SW4, and SW6 are set to terminal 
B respectively, the driver circuit illustrated in FIG. 12 will 
operate at a slew rate of Sir2 at both Start and end of the 
output signal. At this time, the inverted transmit Signal rSIN 
is Supplied to the gate electrodes of transistors p1 to p3 and 
n1 and n3 while a signal delayed by a time T from inverted 
transmit signal rSIN is Supplied to the gate electrodes of 
transistorSp4, n2, and na respectively. 

0194 When the level of transmit signal SIN is changed 
from “L” to “H.” transistors p1 to p3 are turned on and 
transistors n1 and n3 are turned off. A time T after that, 
transistor p4 is turned on and transistors n2 and n2 are turned 
off. With the Switching operations of those transistors, the 
level of the transmit signal SOUT is changed from “L” to 
“H. 

0195 When the level of transmit signal SIN is changed 
from “H” to “L,” transistors p1 to p3 are turned off and 
transistors n1 and n3 are turned on. A time T after that, 
transistor p4 is turned off and transistors n2 and n2 are 
turned on. With the Switching operations of those transistors, 
the level of the transmit signal SOUT is changed from “H” 
to “L. 

0196) Consequently, when the level of transmit signal 
SIN is changed from “L” to “H." the driver circuit drives AT 
cable 2 according to the Switching States of transistors p1 to 
p3, then a time Tafter that, the driver circuit drives AT cable 
2 with its maximum current driving performance obtained 
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by transistors p1 to p4. Therefore, the driver circuit operates 
at a slew rate of Sr2(rSr2) at the start of its output signal. 
When the level of transmit signal SIN is changed from “H” 
to “L,” the driver circuit drives AT cable 2 first according to 
the Switching States of transistors n1 and n, then a time T 
after that, the driver circuit drives AT cable 2 with its 
maximum current driving performance obtained by transis 
tors n1 to n-1, thereby the driver circuit operates at a slew rate 
of Sr2(=Sr3) at the end of its output signal. 
0197). In accordance with another embodiment the driver 
circuit is composed So that the Slew rate at the Start of its 
output signal can be adjusted Separately from the Slew rate 
of the end of the output Signal, it is possible to Set the best 
Slew rate on each Signal Sending condition, thereby obtain 
ing high Signal integrity on each Signal Sending condition, as 
well as it is possible to Set the Same Slew rate at both start 
and end of the output signal even when the electrical 
properties are different between transistors composing the 
driver circuit. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A Signal output device, comprising: 
a driver circuit for Setting a plurality of different slew rates 

and relaying a signal to a signal Sending line at a 
predetermined slew rate; and 

a controller for Setting a slew rate of Said driver circuit 
according to a predetermined data transfer rate. 

2. The Signal output device, according to claim 1, 
wherein said controller sets a slew rate of said driver 

circuit according to Said predetermined data transfer 
rate and a type of Said Signal Sending line. 

3. The Signal output device, according to claim 1, wherein 
Said controller includes: 

a memory System for Storing a table containing the best 
Slew rate for each predetermined data transfer rate; and 

a slew rate of Said driver circuit is Set with reference to 
Said table So as to agree to a signal Sending condition. 

4. The Signal output device, according to claim 1, wherein 
said driver circuit is included on one IC with either part of 
or the whole said controller. 

5. The Signal output device, according to claim 1, wherein 
Said driver circuit, comprising: 

a plurality of CMOS circuits; and 
a Setting device for delaying a Switching timing of each of 

a plurality of said CMOS circuits by a delay time set 
according to a control Signal from Said controller. 

6. The Signal output device, according to claim 1, wherein 
Said controller monitors a rate of data transfer error occur 
rence caused by a Signal Sent to Said Signal receiving device 
from Said driver circuit and changes said Slew rate of Said 
driver circuit to a value that can decrease Said data transfer 
error occurrence rate below a predetermined allowable 
threshold or decrease it further if Said Sending error occur 
rence rate is over Said predetermined allowable threshold. 

7. The Signal output device, according to claim 1, wherein 
Said driver circuit can adjust a slew rate at the Start of its 
output signal Separately from a slew rate at the end of Said 
output signal. 

8. The Signal output device, according to claim 7, wherein 
Said driver circuit, comprising: 
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a plurality of first conductive transistors provided between 
a signal output terminal and a first power Supply; 

a plurality of Second conductive transistors placed 
between said Signal output terminal and a Second power 
Supply, 

a first Setting device for Setting a turn-on timing of each 
of a plurality of Said first conductive transistors accord 
ing to a control Signal from Said Signal output device if 
the level of Said inputted Signal is changed from first 
level to Second level; and 

a Second Setting device for Setting a turn-on timing of each 
of a plurality of Said Second conductive transistors 
according to a control Signal from Said Signal output 
device if the level of Said inputted Signal is changed 
from second level to first level. 

9. A driver circuit, wherein said driver circuit can adjust 
a slew rate at the Start of its output Signal Separately from a 
Slew rate at the end of Said output signal, for Sending a signal 
received from a signal output device to a signal Sending line, 
comprising: 

a plurality of first conductive transistors provided between 
a signal output terminal and a first power Supply; 

a plurality of Second conductive transistors provided 
between said Signal output terminal and a Second power 
Supply, 

a first controller for controlling a turn-on timing of each 
of a plurality of Said first conductive transistors accord 
ing to a control Signal from Said Signal output device if 
the level of Said inputted Signal is changed from first 
level to Second level; and 

a Second controller for controlling a turn-on timing of 
each of a plurality of Said Second conductive transistors 
according to a control Signal from Said Signal output 
device if the level of Said inputted Signal is changed 
from second level to first level. 

10. A signal Sending System, enabling a signal to be sent 
to a host System via a signal Sending line, comprising: 
A signal output device, wherein Said Signal output device 

in Said Signal Sending System, which can Set a plurality 
of different data transfer rates and Send a signal to an 
object device via a signal Sending line at a predeter 
mined data transfer rate, further comprising: 

a driver circuit for Setting a plurality of different Slew rates 
and relaying a signal to a signal Sending line at a 
predetermined slew rate; and 

a controller for Setting a Slew rate of Said driver circuit 
according to a predetermined data transfer rate from a 
Signal output device provided for a host System. 

11. The Signal Sending System, according to claim 10, 
wherein Said controller Sets a Slew rate of Said driver circuit 
according to Said predetermined data transfer rate, type of 
Said Signal Sending line, and the number of peripheral 
devices connected to Said Signal Sending line. 

12. The Signal Sending System, according to claim 10, 
wherein Said Signal Sending System, conforms to the ATA 
interface Standard. 

13. The Signal Sending System, according to claim 10, 
wherein Said Signal Sending line is one of a plurality of 
Signal Sending lines included in a flat cable. 
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14. The Signal Sending System, according to claim 10, 
wherein said peripheral device is an HDD, a CD-ROM 
drive, or a DVD drive. 

15. The Signal Sending System, according to claim 10, 
wherein Said Signal output device is mounted on a card of 
Said peripheral device or on the mother board of Said host 
System. 

16. A method for setting any one of a plurality of different 
data transfer rates, thereby sending a Signal to a signal 
receiving device from a signal output device via a signal 
Sending line at Said predetermined data transfer rate, wherein 
Said Signal output device includes a driver circuit for Setting 
a plurality of different Slew rates and outputting Said Signal 
to Said Signal Sending line at a predetermined Slew rate and 
a controller for Setting a slew rate of Said driver circuit 
according to Said predetermined data transfer rate, Said 
method comprising: 
A Setting said slew rate of Said driver circuit to a 
Standard value that is in accordance with Said prede 
termined data transfer rate, thereby beginning Signal 
transmission; 
B determining whether or not a data transfer error 
occurrence rate is below a predetermined allowable 
threshold, Said data transfer error occurrence being 
caused by a signal Sent to Said Signal receiving device 
from Said driver circuit; 
C changing said slew rate of Said driver circuit if said 
data transfer error occurrence rate is determined to be 
over said predetermined allowable threshold in Band 
Searching a slew rate value that decreases Said Sending 
error occurrence rate below Said predetermined allow 
able threshold or decreases Said Sending error occur 
rence rate in B; and 
D Setting said Searched slew rate value as a new standard 
value and Setting Said new Standard value for Said 
driver circuit if Said Slew rate value can decrease Said 
Sending error occurrence rate below Said predetermined 
allowable threshold or decrease Said Sending error 
occurrence rate in C. 

17. The method for Sending a Signal, according to claim 
16, wherein said step in C), further comprising: 

C1 determining whether or not it is possible to decrease 
Said Sending error occurrence rate by changing Said 
Slew rate of Said driver circuit to a value Smaller than 
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Said Standard value if Said Sending error occurrence rate 
is over said allowable threshold in B; 

C2 searching a slew rate value, which is Smaller than 
Said Standard value and can decrease said Sending error 
occurrence rate below said allowable threshold or mini 
mize it if Said Sending error occurrence rate is 
decreased in C1; 

C3 changing said slew rate to a value larger than said 
Standard value if Said Sending error occurrence rate is 
not decreased in C1, then determining whether or not 
Said Sending error occurrence rate is decreased; and 

C4 searching a slew rate value, which is larger than said 
Standard value and can decrease Said Sending error 
occurrence rate below said allowable threshold or mini 
mize it if Said Sending error occurrence rate is 
decreased in C3). 

18. The method for Sending a Signal, according to claim 
16, Said method further comprising: 

Setting, in Step in A, said slew rate of Said driver circuit 
as a Standard value that is in accordance with a signal 
Sending condition comprising Said predetermined data 
transfer rate and a Signal Sending line type. 

19. The method for Sending a signal according to claim 
16, wherein Said Signal output device adds an error correc 
tion code to data to be sent by a signal before Sending Said 
data to Said Signal receiving device, Said method further 
comprising, 

Verifying, using Said Signal receiving device, whether or 
not a sending error occurs in received data according to 
Said error correction code and notifies said Signal 
output device of Said verification result, and 

finding, using Said Signal output device, a Sending error 
occurrence rate per predetermined amount of data, per 
the predetermined number of times to Send data, or per 
predetermined time according to Said notification result 
from Said Signal receiving device. 

20. The method for Sending a signal according to claim 
19, wherein Said method further comprising: 

adding Said error correction code, wherein Said error 
correction code is a Cyclic Redundancy Check code, to 
data to be sent by a signal before Sending Said data to 
Said Signal receiving device. 
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